The age-dependent loss of cells from the rear of Dictyostelium discoideum slug is not tip controlled.
Young slugs of the cellular slime mould Dictyostelium discoideum drop small numbers of individual amoebae (approximately 10/mm) in the slime trail. With increased time of migration, slugs develop trailing tails and leave clumps of cells in their slime trails. Using reciprocal transplants between tips of young and old slugs and between a wild-type strain and an 'aged" mutant it was shown that this age-dependent cell loss is due to changes in the bulk of cells comprising the slug, rather than to changes in the effectiveness of the tip (organizer region). Another property of the slug, the decision to continue migrating or form a fruiting body which is controlled by the tip, was less affected by age. This raises the possibility that cell autonomous properties of the slug are more subject to ageing than is the tip.